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NEWS RELEASE
For Immediate Release:
May 27, 2010

Contact: Amanda Jones
504-862-1914
amanda.s.jones@usace.army.mil

Corps decision on state’s emergency permit request
NEW ORLEANS – Today, May 27, 2010, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New Orleans District
Commander Col. Al Lee offered an emergency permit to the state of Louisiana for portions of their barrier
island plan.
“After careful consideration of the available information, and working closely with the state of Louisiana, the
coastal parishes, and our federal partners, I have offered the permit under Emergency Permit NOD-20,
with special conditions, authorizing the state to proceed with six reaches, E3 and E4 to the east of the
Mississippi River, and W8, W9, W10, and W11 to the west,” said Col. Al Lee, commander of the New
Orleans District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. “These areas have been identified as critical locations
where greater immediate benefit is likely to be achieved with minimal adverse disruption of coastal
circulation patterns.”
The Corps' regulatory permit compliance program will assure that the 33 conditions of the permit will
effectively carry out the intent of the state's project. If necessary, modifications to the permit can be made
as conditions evolve.
The request was processed under the emergency permit procedures of New Orleans District's NOD-20.
The New Orleans District received the emergency permit request from the Coastal Protection and
Restoration Authority of Louisiana at 11 p.m. Tuesday, May 11 for work on the Chandeleur Islands and
also on all barrier islands from East Grand Terre Island and eastward to Sandy Point. The permit was
requested “to enhance the capability of the islands to reduce the inland movement of oil from the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill,” as per the original permit request cover letter.
In accordance with the NEPA process, which must be followed even in emergency situations, we solicited
interagency comments on the state's permit application. Those agency comments were provided to the
state, which then submitted a revised plan on May 14. The revised plan extended the reach westward to
Timbalier Island and removed the near shore borrow area along Chandeleur Islands. The Corps again
solicited interagency comments on the state's revision. Following discussions between the state and the
Corps regarding technical analyses, the state submitted additional information on May 21 and May 24.
Authorization under NOD-20 is temporary and does not replace the normal permit approvals. Within 30
days, a full Department of the Army permit request must be submitted.
(Editor’s note: Please see attached document for additional information on the plan).

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, New Orleans District
www.mvn.usace.army.mil
www.facebook.com keyword: New Orleans District
twitter.com/teamneworleans

Additional questions regarding the state's plan should be referred to Chris Macaluso, information director
for the Governor's Office of Coastal Activities/CPRA, at 225-358-5361.
###

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, New Orleans District
www.mvn.usace.army.mil
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Overview summary of proposed berm project
The US Army Corps of Engineers, New Orleans District (USACE) coordinated a preapplication teleconference with state and federal agencies on morning of May 11, 2010.
The State of Louisiana, Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority, submitted an
application requesting Department of the Army (DA) emergency authorization at 11:00
p.m. May 11, 2010. The permit request was for a proposed restoration project which the
applicant contended would also provide protection to barrier islands and landward
wetlands from contamination caused by the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. Upon initial
review of the application and comments received from the federal and state agencies, the
USACE determined that the project, as proposed (coastal restoration) would not qualify
for the USACE emergency authorization procedures. That determination was made clear
to the applicant during the coordination teleconference meeting on May 12, 2010. The
applicant submitted revised drawings specifically proposing construction of an oil spill
protection berm, late Friday afternoon, May 14, 2010. Subsequently, the revised permit
application was submitted to the federal and state agencies for their review and comment
on May 15, 2010. The revised application was coordinated with federal and state
agencies on Monday morning, May 17, 2010 in a teleconference meeting. During that
teleconference, the USACE requested that all agencies in attendance submit their
comments in writing by close of business that same afternoon. The USACE technical
team (Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC), the Mississippi Valley
Division (MVD), and the New Orleans District (MVN) conducted engineering analysis
and assessments throughout the permitting process. On Friday, May 21, 2010, USACE
forwarded comments from an internal technical assessment to the applicant regarding the
barrier plan. Following discussions between the state and the USACE regarding the
technical analyses, the state submitted additional information on May 21st and May 24th,
2010.
Applicant’s Proposal:
The applicant proposes to construct a sand berm approximately 300-foot at the base,
approximately 25-foot at the crown and approximately 6-foot above the mean high water
line (MHWL). East of the Mississippi River, the berm would be constructed on the
seaward side of the Chandeleur Island westward to Baptiste Collette Bayou; west of the
Mississippi River it would be constructed from Timbalier Island eastward to Sandy Point.
All fill placement for sand barrier construction would occur in the Gulf of Mexico of
southeastern coastal Louisiana. Gaps are to be maintained in the berm for tidal exchange.
Material to construct the berms would be dredged from Ship Shoal, South Pelto, the
Mississippi River Offshore Disposal Site, Pass a Loutre, St Bernard Shoal, and Hewes
Point, Gulf of Mexico. Total length of the berm structure is approximately 128 miles,
requiring approximately 102 million cubic yards of dredged material to construct an
estimated 9800 acres of sand barrier in waters of the US.
Alternatives Considered:
Three project alternatives were considered: the applicant’s revised permit, variations on
the applicant’s revised permit, and a “no action” alternative. The no action alternative

did not meet the permit application’s purpose and need and was therefore eliminated.
The applicant’s revised permit was found to have potential significant environmental
impacts. After an environmental and cultural resources evaluation and consultation and
coordination with state and Federal agencies, a portion of the applicant’s proposal was
found to be provide positive environmental impacts, be in the overall public interest,
and was permitted.
Partial Project Authorization: Selection of this alternative entails issuing a permit
authorizing reaches E3 and E4 to the east, and W8, W9, W10, and W11 to the west of the
applicant’s revised permit. These areas have been identified by USACE staff assessment
as critical locations where greater immediate benefit is likely to be achieved with
minimal adverse disruption of coastal circulation patterns. This provides a strategic
approach wherein information on success can be obtained from site monitoring, and
allows for more careful evaluation of the remaining, more difficult areas, in formulating a
construction plan for the reaches not authorized in this permit, should the state maintain
interest in addressing those specific areas.
Emergency Permit Offered:
The permit authorizes 6 reaches of the applicant’s original proposal. Forty-five miles of
barrier berms are authorized by the permit. In order for the applicant to proceed with the
project, it must obtain a Coastal Use Permit, and coordinate its activities with the Breton
National Wildlife Refuge and the Minerals Management Service. Further, the permit
contains the following provisions and Special Conditions (summarized):
Provisions:
1. Limited to specific proposed segments: Only authorized reaches (E3-4, W811) in a manner to minimize adverse impacts.
2. Subject to emergency permit terms: Subject to emergency permit terms, with
formal application in 30 days.
Special Conditions:
1. Property Rights: No property rights conveyed, or injury to property rights
authorized.
2. No federal liabilities: Excepting federal actions taken under Oil Pollution Act
(OPA) in Deep Water Horizon (DWH) response.
3. Water Quality Standards: Meet standards, laws, and Best Management
Practices.
4. Permit may be revoked: For the public interest or if terms/conditions revoked.
5. Data accuracy: Federal government will rely on data, inaccurate data may
result in permit being revoked.
6. Damages for permit change/revocation: Change or revocation of permit no
basis for claim against federal government.
7. All other laws/regulations: Must be followed.
8. USACE inspection: Periodic inspection allowed.
9. Navigation: No interference; installation of lights, signals, signs for safety is
responsibility of permittee.

10. Borrow site limitations: Currently, only a segment of the Pass a Loutre
borrow site is approved and environmentally cleared.
11. Borrow site coordination: Coordinated with MMS, USGS, USACE (MVN
Regulatory), EPA, USFWS, NMFS, and other concerned federal/state agencies.
12. Notice to Mariners: Coordinate with USCG for BNTM for vessel activities.
13. Pipelines and Submerged Objects: Permittee must identify and avoid.
14. Berm Removal/Relocation: May be required at permittee’s expense if
interferes with navigation.
15. Cannot substantially interfere with aquatic movement/migration: Of
indigenous or migratory species.
16. Piping plover intertidal foraging habitat avoidance: 100 foot setback required
from mean low-low water to foot of berm when practicable.
17. Equipment out of intertidal to dune/vegetation line as required by the Breton
National Wildlife Refuge manager.
18. Best Management Practice to protect seagrass beds on landward side of
island.
19. Minimize impacts: to natural sediment transport, fish migration, salinity
regimes.
20. No blockage of tidal inlets to maximum extent practicable. Temporary oil
booms or appropriate containment devices may be used in this area.
21. Bird rookery setbacks: Rookeries of specific species require 650-2000’
setbacks from Sept – Mar/April (specified by species) with monitoring by USFWS
observer.
22. Trustee/Service Consultations: Required before/during/after project with
NMFS, USFWS, and USGS for Essential Fish Habitat and Endangered Species Act.
23. Cultural Resource Protection: Consultation required, and work must cease if
new historic/prehistoric cultural resources discovered.
24. Historic Protection: Reporting of unknown historic or archeological items.
25. Tribal cultural materials: Area is aboriginal Chitimacha homelands, Tribe
contact required if cultural materials are discovered.
26. No state boundary change: No new claims authorized, no boundary changes.
27. No statement on Oil Pollution Act applicability: Permit does not address
applicability to oil spill response.
28. Construction schedule and timeline: Due prior to commencing work.
29. Weekly conference call: With interested parties to report progress.
30. Survey of berm alignment: Due prior to initiating work.
31. Monitoring plan: Specific requirements in consultation with USACE and
other interested parties. The permittee is responsible for implementing this monitoring
plan.
32. Aerial photography: Required every two weeks following project
commencement.
33. Effective date of permit: Upon receipt by USACE of copy signed by
permittee agreeing to and accepting conditions.

Initial Permit Application

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kristi Cantu
Mayer, Martin S MVN; Serio, Pete J MVN
Karl Morgan; Steve Mathies; David Fruge; Kirk Rhinehart; Richard Raynie; Syed Khalil; Maury Chatellier; "Mike
Flores";
@cfbean.com
Barrier Island Protective Berm - Response to Agency Comments
Friday, May 14, 2010 5:38:48 PM
Barrier Berm Emergency Permit Agency Feedback Responses 5 14 10 - Final.docx
Sand Berm Defense Revised Plats 5.14.10.pdf
Barrier Berm Emergency Permit Agency Feedback Responses 5 14 10 - Final w USFWS response.docx
Berm Side View.jpg

Gentleman,

Attached are the responses to the federal agency comment letters. We have been in contact with MMS
regarding the lease for the Ship Shoal, South Pelto, and St. Bernard borrow sites and are working
through that application process closely with them.  

Also attached are revised permit plats. The borrow areas adjacent to the Chandeleur Islands have been
removed. We have added Hewes Point and South Pelto as potential borrow areas. Also, the western
protective berm reach has been revised to begin at Timbalier Island and continue eastward to Sandy
Point.

We appreciate your time and effort.

Thank you,

Kristi Cantu
Office of Coastal Protection and Restoration (OCPR)
Engineering Branch
(225)
(225)

MEMORANDUM

TO:

STEVE MATHIES; CHRISTY CANTU ET AL

FROM:

MIKE FLORES; BILLY GUSTE

SUBJECT:

PRELIMINARY RESPONSES TO AGENCY
COMMENTS/FEEDBACK REGARDING EMERGENCY PERMIT
APPLICATION FOR BARRIER BERM DREDGING OPERATIONS

DATE:

FRIDAY MAY 14TH, 2010

Steve,
Please find below preliminary responses to agency comments/feedback from interested and
participating agencies relative to the emergency permit application filed by OCPR. Please
recognize that the majority of the responses are general in nature, given the time demands
placed on the potential project due to the emergency. We stand ready to assist you and other
agencies in insuring that any emergency actions taken will be accomplished in such a manner to
minimize negative impacts to our coastal system that could potentially be caused by the project.
All recognize the project being proposed, under normal circumstances, would require in- depth
engineering, cultural resource, and habitat evaluations, but the unprecedented disaster for the
Gulf Coast mandates that we attempt to address the current situation expeditiously.
This project is being expedited in an effort to respond to a current disaster and keep oil outside
our marshes, wetlands, and estuaries. That said, we are prepared to respond in a manner that
will address concerns all permitting agencies. We are convinced that the project, as proposed,
(while being developed as an immediate disaster response) will have net long-term benefits.
Most obvious of these benefits will be the reintroduction of sediments from a source outside
the littoral system.
Preliminary Questions/ Permitting Agency Response
AGENCY: U.S. Fish and Wildlife through, Jane Lyder, U.S. Department of the Interior, submitted on
th
Thursday, May 13 .
Question 1: Will any of the fill be taken from the littoral system?
Response:

No. it was originally envisioned that sediment would be dredged from the inland side of
Chandeluer Islands and sources westward/seaward of the islands on the escarpment,
ranging from 100 yards off the islands to ~1-2 miles away due to sediment sources, dredge
capabilities of available dredges, and delivery times. Through meetings and discussions with
DOI, USFWS, MMS, and USGS, it was agreed that every effort should be made to obtain
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material that is from outside the littoral system, i.e. from St. Bernard Shoals and Hewes
Point, Ship Shoals, and the Mississippi River passes.

Question 2: What is the dredging process?
RESPONSE: Sand will be dredged from the borrow areas (Hewes Point, St. Bernard Shoal, Pass-a-Loutre,
etc.) using cutterhead dredges and placed by a dredge loader into transport barges. The
transport barges will move the sand to waiting spill barges that will place the material along
the shoreline. The cutterhead dredges will have the capacity to dredge to a depth of 65 feet.
Question 3: What process will be used for filling?
RESPONSE: The transport barges will move the sand to waiting spill barges (floating in water as shallow
as four (4) feet offshore) that will move the material via pipeline for deposit along the
shoreline (Refer to Illustration No. 1). The material will be allowed to spread to the natural
slope – based on the consistency of the sand being spread. Final shaping of the material will
be accomplished by bulldozer and grader equipment working atop the berm.
Question 4: Where exactly will the berm be placed in respect to the shoreline?
RESPONSE: It is intended for the inside toe of the berm to be near (but ocean side) of the emergent
island.
Question 5: What allowances will be made for tidal passages between the sound & the Gulf?
RESPONSE: Significant tidal passes will be allowed to remain as breaks in the berm. However, the final

alignment and configuration of the berm will be coordinated with local
representatives of U.S. Geological Service and the Department of Interior.
Question 6: Will any motorized vehicles be used on the islands?
RESPONSE: As stated in response to Question 3 above, equipment is not intended to be used on the
existing island. However, all activities will be coordinated with USGS and motorized
equipment will utilized on the island if required and authorized by U.S. Geological Service

and the Department of Interior
Question 7: Where will the fill be placed?
RESPONSE: The berm material will be placed on the gulf side of the barrier islands .
Question 8: Will fill be used in the deeper water areas?
RESPONSE: No. The project is not intended to infill deeper passes at this time.
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AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency, through John Ettinger, submitted on Thursday, May 13 ..
Question 1: Can the proposed project be constructed in time to prevent oil from reaching interior waters
and wetlands? The most optimistic timeframe for completion of the proposed work appears
to be four to six months.
RESPONSE: The time and scope of the current disaster is currently unknown. However, placement of
material within the zone of impact as soon as possible will provide benefit.
Question 2: There are concerns that depending upon the length of time to complete the entire berm,
that the flow of water through unbermed portions could accelerate, potentially creating a
funneling effect for the oil to more rapidly move to the wetlands/estuarine areas where the
berm has yet to be completed.
RESPONSE: The initial focus will be to add material and reduce the flow in shallow areas. While surface
flow is extensive across these areas, the vast majority of water exchange occurs in the
deeper passes. Shutting off the initial shallow passes will not accelerate the primary
exchange of water in and around the islands.
Question 3: What mechanisms are in place to ensure dredging operations are being performed in
manner consistent with applicable safety standards, given the existence of multiple pipelines
in proposed dredge areas? There is concern that the need for speediness and efficiency
might compromise the steps taken to ensure we don’t rupture another pipeline.
RESPONSE: Calls will be placed to LA1 first to insure that all known pipelines and infrastructure is
located. Additionally, magnetometer surveys will accomplished in advance of any dredging
operations.
Question 4: Would creation of the berm actually serve to trap the oil that moves inland while the
construction is underway?
RESPONSE: There is no anticipation of oil “entrapment” behind the berm in that the oil (once in wetland
areas) is not expected to then retreat back into the gulf. The berm will have the benefit of
reducing the movement of the oil in shallows and reduce the number of locations required
for the marshalling of personnel and clean-up resources.
Question 5: Would dredged material/sand be taken from behind the existing barrier islands? If so, what
effect could that have on the life of the current barrier islands?
RESPONSE: No dredge material will be taken from behind the existing islands.
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Question 6: If this berm is successful and prevents the passage of oil and oil substances from migrating
into the marsh but is, itself, contaminated, what is the plan for remediation? The sand will
likely need to be removed. What is the plan for treatment and disposal of that sand?
RESPONSE: All contaminated sand, either existing or part of the berm, will be treated by the U.S. Coast
Guard in the same fashion. It would be better if additional material were present to receive
the oil versus having to displace the existing island material.
Question 7: What effect would the removal of sand from behind these barrier islands have on any
shellfish beds and other critical habitat that are lie the barrier islands.
RESPONSE: As discussed previously, sediment would be dredged from areas outside the littoral systems,
both East and West of the Mississippi River.
Question 8: Is there an understanding of the potential contamination of the dredged material from the
spill or other persistent bioaccumulative toxics/metals. Is there a plan to address their
effects if introduced into the water column?
RESPONSE: All material to be used in the development of the berm will be testing for contaminants in
advance of the commencement of dredging operations.
Question 9: What will be the impacts on critical habitat, especially habitats that endangered species such
as the piping plover? What impacts these activities will have on these species and other
avian, wildlife and aquatic species which rely on the habitat of the existing barrier islands.
The creation of this berm can be expected to, in the near term, fundamentally change the
habitat.
RESPONSE: All activities associated with the development of the berm will be coordinated with the U.S.
Fish & Wildlife Service and the National and National Marine Fisheries Service.
Question 10: What will be the impacts on interior estuarine waters, including exchange of fresh and salt
water potentially increasing/decreasing salinities?
RESPONSE: The barrier islands have always been a component of the ecosystem and the salinity will
remain within the historic levels for that area.
Question 11: There is the potential for significant changes in hydrology with the creation of this proposed
structure, including a tidal prism. What are the envisioned effects?
RESPONSE: The barrier islands have always been a component of the ecosystem and the hydrology will
remain within the historic levels for that area.
Question 12: The project could have implications on interior estuarine waters including exchange of fresh
and salt water potentially increasing/decreasing salinities.
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RESPONSE: The barrier islands have always been a component of the ecosystem and the salinity will
remain within the historic levels for that area.
Question 13:

RESPONSE:

Question 14:

RESPONSE:

The project could have effects on sediment transport, increasing velocities in tidal passes
thereby facilitating transport of sediment. After construction, the new barrier islands may
serve to unevenly transfer sediment—starving some areas while enriching others. We
need to better understand and assess the potential consequences of this.
Significant tidal passes will be allowed to remain as breaks in the berm. However, the
final alignment and configuration of the berm will be coordinated with local
representatives of U.S. Geological Service and the Department of Interior.

Another potential avenue could be to consider closing gaps in existing barrier islands, as
opposed to filling deeper waters in natural tidal passes. Such an initial approach could be
done relatively quickly, would require less borrow material, and would likely be more
sustainable and consistent with coastal restoration efforts. Similar work has been done in
the CWPPRA program and could draw from the designs and templates already proven
successful. The need, viability, and effectiveness of filling deeper waters could
simultaneously be assessed, while efforts continue to staunch the flow of oil from its
source.
The project as proposed will not close major passes and deepwater channels. However,

the final alignment and configuration of the berm will be coordinated with local
representatives of U.S. Geological Service and the Department of Interior.
Question 15:

If this plan moves forward, the permit should be conditioned upon the applicant adjusting
the “containment” aspect of the berm to a more environmentally beneficial project after
the risk of oil contamination has passed. In other word, return the berm to a more studied
and beneficial “barrier island” restoration project.

RESPONSE:
Question 16:

RESPONSE:

It would also be imperative, if such a permit were issued, that this structure/island/berm
that is created should remain public land (and not be privately developed or developed by
the state or parish).
It is intended that all land created by the berm will remain public land.
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Agency- Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, Office of Wildlife, through letter
dated May 13, 2010 from Jimmy Anthony, Assistant Secretary, to Pete Serio, Chief of
Regulatory Branch, New Orleans District, USACE
Question 1 : Can berm width and elevation be reduced to minimize impacts to shallow near-shore
environments while still providing an acceptable level of protection from the inland
movement of oil?
RESPONSE: The width and height of the proposed berm are derivatives of two basic components of the
berm construction and materials being placed. The material needs to be at least 3 feet out
of the water to allow equipment to move atop the material and shape it during placement.
The granular size of the material is expected to allow a maximum slope of 25:1. The
combination of the minimal working height of the berm and the side slopes dictates the
footprint of the berm. While a smaller footprint can be sought, the stacking capability of the
dredge material will not allow it.
Question 2: LDWF recommends that the entire Pass-a-Loutre channel be dredged to some historic
dimension and the material be used for creation of the protective berm. Can this be
accomplished?
RESPONSE: Yes, the dredging of sediment from Pass-a-Loutre will be placed as the preferred and top
priority source of material for the berm. Pass-a-Loutre is approximately 14 miles in length
and contains sufficient material to construct a large percentage of western berm segment.
The sediment in Pass-a-Loutre will be mined to its maximum depth and width to produce the
required material for the berm. The quality of the material will be continually monitored to
insure its usefulness for the berm construction.
Question 3: The applicant shall determine whether or not borrow area excavation will increase wave
energy and subsequent shoreline erosion, alter littoral currents, or otherwise impact
depositional processes, in a way that undermines the sustainability of inland islands, marsh,
and shorelines, most importantly the Chandeleur Islands.
RESPONSE: It has been agreed that all borrow sources (Hewes Point, St. Bernard Shoal, Pass-a-Loutre,
Southwest Pass Sediment Discharge Basin, and Ship Shoal) are all located well away from
shorelines and will not negatively impact the existing shoreline or related wave action.
Question 4: Will the protective berm be monitored and maintained at the design elevation permanently
or allowed to degrade and subside once the oil spill is no longer a threat to Louisiana’s
coast?
RESPONSE: After the emergency is over, the berm will be allowed to degrade and remain in the littoral
zone.
Question 5: Because of the size of the oil spill, it is possible that the protective berm may be constructed
with oil-contaminated sediments. Caution should be used to ensure that oil-contaminated
sediments are not placed adjoining existing marsh, barrier islands or barrier shorelines.
RESPONSE: All berm material will be dredged from deepwater shoals (or Pass-a-Loutre) and the dredge
source will tested prior to commencement of dredging. The placement locations will be
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monitored to insure that oil is not present and covered by the berm. The U.S. Coast Guard
will be contacted for removal of any oil contaminants prior to placement of the berm.
Question 6: The applicant shall identify existing infrastructure, such as pipelines, flowlines and well
protection structures, which may potentially be affected by the proposed activity.
RESPONSE: Proper contact will be made with all appropriate public and private concerns to insure that
all existing infrastructure is identified and will be properly flagged in the field prior to the
commencement of work.
Question 7: The project should be modified to reduce the turbidity and sedimentation of seagrass beds
in the Chandeleur Islands which can cause damage to the seagrasses and associated
organisms.
RESPONSE: The final alignment of the berm will be coordinated with local representatives of U.S.
Geological Service and the Department of Interior.
Question 8: The project should be modified to allow additional shallow tidal passes in the Chandeleur
Island area to allow tidal flow into the seagrass beds. These tidal passes should be where
existing passes are in order to save borrow material and not interrupt existing tidal flows to
which the seagrass have adapted.
RESPONSE: The final alignment and configuration of the berm will be coordinated with local
representatives of U.S. Geological Service and the Department of Interior.
Question 9: The workers and work boats used in this project should be instructed to not enter the
seagrass beds and minimize work on the islands. This would help reduce possible damage
and disruption of the seagrass beds, island habitat, nesting bird colonies and other species
associated with those habitats.
RESPONSE: Minimal work in the placement of the berm is intended to be performed on the footprint of
the existing islands. The final alignment and configuration of the berm will be coordinated
with local representatives of U.S. Geological Service and the Department of Interior.
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TO:

STEVE MATHIES; CHRISTY CANTU ET AL

FROM:

MIKE FLORES; BILLY GUSTE

SUBJECT:

PRELIMINARY RESPONSES TO AGENCY
COMMENTS/FEEDBACK REGARDING EMERGENCY PERMIT
APPLICATION FOR BARRIER BERM DREDGING OPERATIONS

DATE:

FRIDAY MAY 14TH, 2010

Steve,
Please find below preliminary responses to agency comments/feedback from interested and
participating agencies relative to the emergency permit application filed by OCPR. Please
recognize that the majority of the responses are general in nature, given the time demands
placed on the potential project due to the emergency. We stand ready to assist you and other
agencies in insuring that any emergency actions taken will be accomplished in such a manner to
minimize negative impacts to our coastal system that could potentially be caused by the project.
All recognize the project being proposed, under normal circumstances, would require in- depth
engineering, cultural resource, and habitat evaluations, but the unprecedented disaster for the
Gulf Coast mandates that we attempt to address the current situation expeditiously.
This project is being expedited in an effort to respond to a current disaster and keep oil outside
our marshes, wetlands, and estuaries. That said, we are prepared to respond in a manner that
will address concerns all permitting agencies. We are convinced that the project, as proposed,
(while being developed as an immediate disaster response) will have net long-term benefits.
Most obvious of these benefits will be the reintroduction of sediments from a source outside
the littoral system.
Preliminary Questions/ Permitting Agency Response
AGENCY: U.S. Fish and Wildlife through, Jane Lyder, U.S. Department of the Interior, submitted on
th
Thursday, May 13 .
Question 1: Will any of the fill be taken from the littoral system?
Response:

No. it was originally envisioned that sediment would be dredged from the inland side of
Chandeluer Islands and sources westward/seaward of the islands on the escarpment,
ranging from 100 yards off the islands to ~1-2 miles away due to sediment sources, dredge
capabilities of available dredges, and delivery times. Through meetings and discussions with
DOI, USFWS, MMS, and USGS, it was agreed that every effort should be made to obtain
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material that is from outside the littoral system, i.e. from St. Bernard Shoals and Hewes
Point, Ship Shoals, and the Mississippi River passes.

Question 2: What is the dredging process?
RESPONSE: Sand will be dredged from the borrow areas (Hewes Point, St. Bernard Shoal, Pass-a-Loutre,
etc.) using cutterhead dredges and placed by a dredge loader into transport barges. The
transport barges will move the sand to waiting spill barges that will place the material along
the shoreline. The cutterhead dredges will have the capacity to dredge to a depth of 65 feet.
Question 3: What process will be used for filling?
RESPONSE: The transport barges will move the sand to waiting spill barges (floating in water as shallow
as four (4) feet offshore) that will move the material via pipeline for deposit along the
shoreline (Refer to Illustration No. 1). The material will be allowed to spread to the natural
slope – based on the consistency of the sand being spread. Final shaping of the material will
be accomplished by bulldozer and grader equipment working atop the berm.
Question 4: Where exactly will the berm be placed in respect to the shoreline?
RESPONSE: It is intended for the inside toe of the berm to be near (but ocean side) of the emergent
island.
Question 5: What allowances will be made for tidal passages between the sound & the Gulf?
RESPONSE: Significant tidal passes will be allowed to remain as breaks in the berm. However, the final

alignment and configuration of the berm will be coordinated with local
representatives of U.S. Geological Service and the Department of Interior.
Question 6: Will any motorized vehicles be used on the islands?
RESPONSE: As stated in response to Question 3 above, equipment is not intended to be used on the
existing island. However, all activities will be coordinated with USGS and motorized
equipment will utilized on the island if required and authorized by U.S. Geological Service

and the Department of Interior
Question 7: Where will the fill be placed?
RESPONSE: The berm material will be placed on the gulf side of the barrier islands .
Question 8: Will fill be used in the deeper water areas?
RESPONSE: No. The project is not intended to infill deeper passes at this time.
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AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency, through John Ettinger, submitted on Thursday, May 13 ..
Question 1: Can the proposed project be constructed in time to prevent oil from reaching interior waters
and wetlands? The most optimistic timeframe for completion of the proposed work appears
to be four to six months.
RESPONSE: The time and scope of the current disaster is currently unknown. However, placement of
material within the zone of impact as soon as possible will provide benefit.
Question 2: There are concerns that depending upon the length of time to complete the entire berm,
that the flow of water through unbermed portions could accelerate, potentially creating a
funneling effect for the oil to more rapidly move to the wetlands/estuarine areas where the
berm has yet to be completed.
RESPONSE: The initial focus will be to add material and reduce the flow in shallow areas. While surface
flow is extensive across these areas, the vast majority of water exchange occurs in the
deeper passes. Shutting off the initial shallow passes will not accelerate the primary
exchange of water in and around the islands.
Question 3: What mechanisms are in place to ensure dredging operations are being performed in
manner consistent with applicable safety standards, given the existence of multiple pipelines
in proposed dredge areas? There is concern that the need for speediness and efficiency
might compromise the steps taken to ensure we don’t rupture another pipeline.
RESPONSE: Calls will be placed to LA1 first to insure that all known pipelines and infrastructure is
located. Additionally, magnetometer surveys will accomplished in advance of any dredging
operations.
Question 4: Would creation of the berm actually serve to trap the oil that moves inland while the
construction is underway?
RESPONSE: There is no anticipation of oil “entrapment” behind the berm in that the oil (once in wetland
areas) is not expected to then retreat back into the gulf. The berm will have the benefit of
reducing the movement of the oil in shallows and reduce the number of locations required
for the marshalling of personnel and clean-up resources.
Question 5: Would dredged material/sand be taken from behind the existing barrier islands? If so, what
effect could that have on the life of the current barrier islands?
RESPONSE: No dredge material will be taken from behind the existing islands.
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Question 6: If this berm is successful and prevents the passage of oil and oil substances from migrating
into the marsh but is, itself, contaminated, what is the plan for remediation? The sand will
likely need to be removed. What is the plan for treatment and disposal of that sand?
RESPONSE: All contaminated sand, either existing or part of the berm, will be treated by the U.S. Coast
Guard in the same fashion. It would be better if additional material were present to receive
the oil versus having to displace the existing island material.
Question 7: What effect would the removal of sand from behind these barrier islands have on any
shellfish beds and other critical habitat that are lie the barrier islands.
RESPONSE: As discussed previously, sediment would be dredged from areas outside the littoral systems,
both East and West of the Mississippi River.
Question 8: Is there an understanding of the potential contamination of the dredged material from the
spill or other persistent bioaccumulative toxics/metals. Is there a plan to address their
effects if introduced into the water column?
RESPONSE: All material to be used in the development of the berm will be testing for contaminants in
advance of the commencement of dredging operations.
Question 9: What will be the impacts on critical habitat, especially habitats that endangered species such
as the piping plover? What impacts these activities will have on these species and other
avian, wildlife and aquatic species which rely on the habitat of the existing barrier islands.
The creation of this berm can be expected to, in the near term, fundamentally change the
habitat.
RESPONSE: All activities associated with the development of the berm will be coordinated with the U.S.
Fish & Wildlife Service and the National and National Marine Fisheries Service.
Question 10: What will be the impacts on interior estuarine waters, including exchange of fresh and salt
water potentially increasing/decreasing salinities?
RESPONSE: The barrier islands have always been a component of the ecosystem and the salinity will
remain within the historic levels for that area.
Question 11: There is the potential for significant changes in hydrology with the creation of this proposed
structure, including a tidal prism. What are the envisioned effects?
RESPONSE: The barrier islands have always been a component of the ecosystem and the hydrology will
remain within the historic levels for that area.
Question 12: The project could have implications on interior estuarine waters including exchange of fresh
and salt water potentially increasing/decreasing salinities.
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RESPONSE: The barrier islands have always been a component of the ecosystem and the salinity will
remain within the historic levels for that area.
Question 13:

RESPONSE:

Question 14:

RESPONSE:

The project could have effects on sediment transport, increasing velocities in tidal passes
thereby facilitating transport of sediment. After construction, the new barrier islands may
serve to unevenly transfer sediment—starving some areas while enriching others. We
need to better understand and assess the potential consequences of this.
Significant tidal passes will be allowed to remain as breaks in the berm. However, the
final alignment and configuration of the berm will be coordinated with local
representatives of U.S. Geological Service and the Department of Interior.

Another potential avenue could be to consider closing gaps in existing barrier islands, as
opposed to filling deeper waters in natural tidal passes. Such an initial approach could be
done relatively quickly, would require less borrow material, and would likely be more
sustainable and consistent with coastal restoration efforts. Similar work has been done in
the CWPPRA program and could draw from the designs and templates already proven
successful. The need, viability, and effectiveness of filling deeper waters could
simultaneously be assessed, while efforts continue to staunch the flow of oil from its
source.
The project as proposed will not close major passes and deepwater channels. However,

the final alignment and configuration of the berm will be coordinated with local
representatives of U.S. Geological Service and the Department of Interior.
Question 15:

If this plan moves forward, the permit should be conditioned upon the applicant adjusting
the “containment” aspect of the berm to a more environmentally beneficial project after
the risk of oil contamination has passed. In other word, return the berm to a more studied
and beneficial “barrier island” restoration project.

RESPONSE:
Question 16:

RESPONSE:

It would also be imperative, if such a permit were issued, that this structure/island/berm
that is created should remain public land (and not be privately developed or developed by
the state or parish).
It is intended that all land created by the berm will remain public land.
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Agency- Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, Office of Wildlife, through letter
dated May 13, 2010 from Jimmy Anthony, Assistant Secretary, to Pete Serio, Chief of
Regulatory Branch, New Orleans District, USACE
Question 1 : Can berm width and elevation be reduced to minimize impacts to shallow near-shore
environments while still providing an acceptable level of protection from the inland
movement of oil?
RESPONSE: The width and height of the proposed berm are derivatives of two basic components of the
berm construction and materials being placed. The material needs to be at least 3 feet out
of the water to allow equipment to move atop the material and shape it during placement.
The granular size of the material is expected to allow a maximum slope of 25:1. The
combination of the minimal working height of the berm and the side slopes dictates the
footprint of the berm. While a smaller footprint can be sought, the stacking capability of the
dredge material will not allow it.
Question 2: LDWF recommends that the entire Pass-a-Loutre channel be dredged to some historic
dimension and the material be used for creation of the protective berm. Can this be
accomplished?
RESPONSE: Yes, the dredging of sediment from Pass-a-Loutre will be placed as the preferred and top
priority source of material for the berm. Pass-a-Loutre is approximately 14 miles in length
and contains sufficient material to construct a large percentage of western berm segment.
The sediment in Pass-a-Loutre will be mined to its maximum depth and width to produce the
required material for the berm. The quality of the material will be continually monitored to
insure its usefulness for the berm construction.
Question 3: The applicant shall determine whether or not borrow area excavation will increase wave
energy and subsequent shoreline erosion, alter littoral currents, or otherwise impact
depositional processes, in a way that undermines the sustainability of inland islands, marsh,
and shorelines, most importantly the Chandeleur Islands.
RESPONSE: It has been agreed that all borrow sources (Hewes Point, St. Bernard Shoal, Pass-a-Loutre,
Southwest Pass Sediment Discharge Basin, and Ship Shoal) are all located well away from
shorelines and will not negatively impact the existing shoreline or related wave action.
Question 4: Will the protective berm be monitored and maintained at the design elevation permanently
or allowed to degrade and subside once the oil spill is no longer a threat to Louisiana’s
coast?
RESPONSE: After the emergency is over, the berm will be allowed to degrade and remain in the littoral
zone.
Question 5: Because of the size of the oil spill, it is possible that the protective berm may be constructed
with oil-contaminated sediments. Caution should be used to ensure that oil-contaminated
sediments are not placed adjoining existing marsh, barrier islands or barrier shorelines.
RESPONSE: All berm material will be dredged from deepwater shoals (or Pass-a-Loutre) and the dredge
source will tested prior to commencement of dredging. The placement locations will be
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monitored to insure that oil is not present and covered by the berm. The U.S. Coast Guard
will be contacted for removal of any oil contaminants prior to placement of the berm.
Question 6: The applicant shall identify existing infrastructure, such as pipelines, flowlines and well
protection structures, which may potentially be affected by the proposed activity.
RESPONSE: Proper contact will be made with all appropriate public and private concerns to insure that
all existing infrastructure is identified and will be properly flagged in the field prior to the
commencement of work.
Question 7: The project should be modified to reduce the turbidity and sedimentation of seagrass beds
in the Chandeleur Islands which can cause damage to the seagrasses and associated
organisms.
RESPONSE: The final alignment of the berm will be coordinated with local representatives of U.S.
Geological Service and the Department of Interior.
Question 8: The project should be modified to allow additional shallow tidal passes in the Chandeleur
Island area to allow tidal flow into the seagrass beds. These tidal passes should be where
existing passes are in order to save borrow material and not interrupt existing tidal flows to
which the seagrass have adapted.
RESPONSE: The final alignment and configuration of the berm will be coordinated with local
representatives of U.S. Geological Service and the Department of Interior.
Question 9: The workers and work boats used in this project should be instructed to not enter the
seagrass beds and minimize work on the islands. This would help reduce possible damage
and disruption of the seagrass beds, island habitat, nesting bird colonies and other species
associated with those habitats.
RESPONSE: Minimal work in the placement of the berm is intended to be performed on the footprint of
the existing islands. The final alignment and configuration of the berm will be coordinated
with local representatives of U.S. Geological Service and the Department of Interior.

Agency- U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, through letter dated May
14, 2010 from James F. Boggs, Supervisor, Louisiana Ecological Services Office
Comment 1: We recommend dredging compatible material from areas such as Hewes Point and St.
Bernard Shoals for the section of berm proposed in proximity of the Chandeleur Islands. We
also recommend that dredging not be done landward of the islands.
RESPONSE: All material to be used for the development of the berm will be dredged from shoals
deemed acceptable by USGS and the Department of Interior in proximity of the Chandeleur
Islands. Dredging will not be done landward of the islands.
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Comment 2: Federal agencies proposing a project that include features on a national wildlife refuge are
encouraged to contact the Refuge Manager in the planning process.
RESPONSE: Mr. Kenneth Litzenberger, Project Leader for the Service’s Southeast National Wildlife
Refuges will be kept abreast of all activities associated with the planning and construction of
the berm and his determination sought in the development of each component of the
project.
Comment 3: In making this determination, the Corps should consult with the appropriate administering
agency (i.e. Service’s Southeast National Wildlife Refuges) so we can assist the Corps in
determining whether a proposed project falls among the activities prohibited in the
wilderness area.
RESPONSE: As stated in the response to Comment 2 above, Mr. Litzenberger will be kept informed of all
proposed actions.
Comment 4: We recommend that on-site contract personnel be informed of the need to identify colonial
nesting birds and their nests, and should avoid affecting them during the breeding season.
RESPONSE: Unless requested/authorized by USGS no construction activities are proposed on the existing
islands. All work is proposed to occur within the footprint of the proposed berm – to be
constructed seaward of the existing islands. However, all contract personnel will be kept
advised of the necessity to refrain from affecting the activities of nesting birds and their
nests.
Comment 5: The Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries’ Fur and Refuge Division should be
contacted to obtain the most current information about the nesting chronology of individual
brown pelican colonies.
RESPONSE: The project management team will have a agency liaison officer that will maintain contact
with the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries’ Fur and Refuge Division to maintain
current information about the nesting chronology of the brown pelican colonies.
Concluding comments from USFWS: Under the “Endangered Species Act” and “Additional
Recommendations” sections (on Pages 4 and 5 of the USFWS letter) there are several
recommendations offered regarding the location, construction methods, and placement of
the berm. All of the recommendations are acceptable to the applicant and have been
addressed by specific reference to another agency within the body of this response.
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Barrier Plan Issues to be communicated to the state
A. Overall, the proposed plan offers opportunity, at least in part, to directly mitigate the
effects of the oil spill by reducing the migration of oil into coastal marshes. We believe
there are portions of the plan that can be successfully constructed, but there are
components that may prove to be problematic due to the ability of the material to stack
and remain in place. There is more confidence that segments immediately adjacent to
existing barrier islands and those remnants of barrier islands can be constructed, and less
confidence in the constructability of segments where tidal exchanges may create
velocities not conducive to the stacking of fill material necessary to construct the berms.
Reach E1, that part of the E2 reach in open water, and all of the reaches west of the
Mississippi River in open water, will likely be difficult to construct. For all open water
reaches, the permittee should provide more analysis on the construction techniques that
will be utilized.
B. As stated above, constructing berms in what appears to be the wave zone of existing
barrier islands raises questions regarding retention of berm material and its ability to
retain the proposed configuration. The character of borrow material with regard to
coarseness of the sand and percentage of fines will correlate directly with the retention of
material in the berm, quantity of borrow required and the time required for construction.
The permittee should provide information that enables an assessment of this factor.
C. Based on the information in the permit application, we cannot evaluate production
rates to determine if the schedule submitted by the permittee is feasible. We know that
the permittee intends to use hopper dredges, cutterhead dredges and scowls to transport
material to build the berm. We need to understand how identified dredges and
construction reaches are sequenced including estimated duration for each reach.
D. If successful, the berms will capture oil and there also may be second order benefits
that enable more effective skimming and recovery of oil due to the project. However,
this permit application does not address clean-up efforts after the oil has been intercepted
by the berms or has entered the area. We realize other agencies may be requested to
provide clean-up efforts, but ultimately, clean-up will be the responsibility of the
permittee.
E. Construction of the berms could change the hydrology in these areas. The permittee
will need to establish a monitoring plan to evaluate what is happening during
construction.
Below are additional specific engineering observations and requests for clarification.
F. East of the Mississippi River
The protection berms in front of the islands, specifically E4, E3, and the northern portion
of E2, can provide a means to reduce the volume of oil reaching the Chandeleur Islands
and marshes providing protection to the island and some of the smaller passes. They are

likely to create a more sheltered regime on the western side of the Chandeleur Islands to
better allow for the skimming of oil.
Placing sand from outside the system is a positive effect but recognize that sand placed
may move elsewhere through the system over time. Tidal actions and waves driven by
wind events will likely move sand out of from the protective berm.
The northern portion of E1 and the southern portion of E2 are located in the area of
greatest tidal exchange. Given the material being proposed for the berm, address what
measures are envisioned for retaining sufficient dredged material to close off the subject
area.
Should construction of E1 and lower portion of E2 be accomplished, tidal energy in the
passes between the Chandeleur Islands and Ship Island, and those leading to Mississippi
Sound may be increased. Tidal exchange concerns are critical. Successful construction of
E1 and lower portion of E2 could possibly drive oil deeper into Lake Borgne, Mississippi
Sound, and Biloxi Marshes compared to a non-closure situation. Please provide any
existing supporting data or analysis that would address this concern. Also advise on
contingency plans should that situation develop.
G. West of the Mississippi River
While the permit application does not go into great detail on the western barrier, similar
detail should be provided for this area. Concerns and request for clarification, analysis or
insight would be similar to above. In general, protective berms can reduce the volume of
oil reaching the islands, has similar positive effects but it’s expected the protected berm
will deteriorate over time due to wind and tidal actions.
Provide additional information on plans to close or leave open passes and existing open
areas within existing islands. There are similar concerns regarding constructability,
sustainability and deterioration should velocities change as a result of changed
conditions.
Marshes located west of the Mississippi River may be more at risk based upon collective
engineering judgments at this time. Beach nourishment (protective berm) is believed to
be a good thing but may not prevent oil from entering the marshes north of the proposed
barrier since oil will enter through the passes. Additional analysis is needed for these
areas to look for strategies to retard spill movement into wetlands within these tidal
basins, particularly those with high level of tidal action.
Additional analysis west of the Mississippi River is necessary to create a confidence level
similar to that achieved for the east side analysis.
The permit letter states that cutterhead pipeline dredging will be used for the Chandeleur
Island work, but does not provide dredging methodology for the western barrier islands.
The proposed method of dredging, transport, and placement of materials for this work
requires additional information.

H. Constructability and Sustainability
Barrier Island improvements seem beneficial provided oil has not reached the beach prior
to construction and provided oil free borrow is placed within the protective berm.
Please advise on your analysis of borrow material properties, engineering analysis or
judgments in achieving the desired cross section. The method of placement may improve
chances for construction of the submitted cross section but based upon our experience the
unconfined section having a slope of 1 to 50 would be more achievable. Dredged
quantities, construction duration and cost are directly related to the achieved cross
section. Describe intent or plans for dealing with erosion, loss of elevation and breaches
that may occur during or after the construction process to include effect on construction
duration, quantities and proposed costs.
Provide intent or plans should oil accumulate prior to or during construction in the areas
intended for protective berms, within the designated borrow source areas or on the
protective berms themselves.
G. Preconstruction Data Collection
Strongly recommend that a magnetometer survey be conducted prior to any dredging
activities throughout the proposed borrow sites to locate any unknown pipelines.
Recommend investigation and grain size analysis of material at the borrow site as it is
used. Sampling of borrow today will not be indicative of conditions when dredging
begins.
Strongly recommend that a magnetometer survey be conducted prior to any dredging
activities throughout the proposed borrow sites to locate any unknown pipelines.
H. Monitoring
Please provide intent for development and execution of a monitoring plan, and how that
plan may be utilized in arriving at adaptive implementation of work contained in the
permit. General monitoring considerations are below but are not all inclusive.
Monitoring will reduce the uncertainty of the actions and allow for changes as the project
is constructed
Monitoring will provide baseline and with project information to better assess
environmental effects
Long term effects for a very long hydraulic barrier with far fewer passes are largely
unknown but are of concern. Monitoring will help to address the unknown long term
effects of the barrier.
Monitor the protection berms for the presence of oil – frequency of monitoring and
actions to remove oil are of concern.

Monitor circulation patterns on the western side of the Chandeleur Islands and protection
berm. (this monitoring will provide information on where to deploy booms as well as
document changed circulation patterns). Similar general concerns exists for the islands
west of the Mississippi River. Elaborate on plans to close current opening in the islands
and passes, evaluation of changes in circulation patterns and potential effect as a result of
changes.
Monitor water levels to the east and west of the Chandeleur Islands in areas without
gages. Advise on similar plans west for areas west of the Mississippi River.
Monitoring should be extended into Lake Borgne, Mississippi Sound, and Biloxi Marshes
if E1 and lower portion of E2 are constructed. Monitor tides and salinity in Lake Borgne
and entrances to Lake Pontchartrain, and currents in the passes between Ship island and
Chandeleur Island, passes leading into western Mississippi Sound, and passes leading to
Lake Borgne and into Biloxi Marsh.
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